[IMRT and head and neck tumors: does differential fractionation have a role?].
For head and neck cancer, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) provides benefits in terms of coverage of the target tumour volume and reduction of the dose to organs at risk. Altered fractionation called SMART (simultaneous modulated accelerated radiation therapy) or SIB (simultaneous integrated boost), equivalent to the "concomitant boost" of conventional techniques, provides additional theoretical gain in the therapeutic index and simplifies the practical implementation of the treatment. The impact on tumour control and acute and late toxicities is encouraging but needs to be confirmed by prospective clinical studies with sufficient follow-up. A lot of different protocols have been tested without really bringing out a "gold standard". However, the current results tend to suggest a SIB/SMART-IMRT moderately accelerated without combined chemotherapy for limited stages (I and II), and SIB-IMRT slightly accelerated with induction and/or concomitant chemotherapy for more advanced stages (III and IV).